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SPECTRA OF COMPACT COMPOSITION OPERATORS

JAMES G. CAUGHRAN AND HOWARD J. SCHWARTZ

ABSTRACT.   Let  <b  be holomorphic and map the open unit disk into
2

itself, and let C±:  f—» / ° <t>  be the composition operator on  H    gener-

ated by 4>.   If  C ,   is a compact operator then ( 1) 4>izA = z„   for some zn eD;

(2)cr(C<3b) = !<zS'(2())": n = 0, 1, 2,-.-Su Soi.

Let (p be holomorphic and nonconstant in the open unit disk D and

suppose   |</>(z)| < 1   for z £ D.  For / holomorphic in  D,  define the compo-

sition operator C± by  (Cj,/)(z) = (/ °<p)iz) = /((p(z)).  Then  C±   is abounded

linear operator on the Hilbert space H   [6].

In this paper, we describe the spectrum of  Ci   in the case in which

C±  is compact.  (For a discussion of geometric conditions which guarantee

compactness, see [7].)  To describe the spectrum we prove a theorem which

may be of independent interest:  that if  C±   is compact,  <p has a fixed point

in  D.
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The reproducing kernel fot H  , kÂz) = (l - Çz)~  ,  Ce D,   is charac-

terized by the property that for / £ H  ,  (/,&») = /(£)•  The function  k*   is

itself an H    function, of norm  (l - |£|   )      .  In terms of these functions,

we can characterize the composition operators among operators on  H .

Theorem 1.  Let A   be an operator on H .   Then A   is a composition

operator if and only if the image of every kernel function under A     is a

kernel function.   If ¿,£D,  C*Ak,= k,.Y..

Proof.  If A = C±  is a composition operator, then
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(/, A**£) = iC^f, k¿ = fi(piO) = if, *0(?)),

so A  £» = k,,r,  for every £e D.

Conversely, if  A* takes each kernel function k, into a kernel function

k4>ii)> then if Ie h2>

(Af)iO = U/, kA = (/, A*AS) = (/, ̂ (z)) = /(0(C)).

Letting / be the identity function fiz) = z,  we see  </> is holomorphic and

A = C ,.

Theorem 2.   // C ,   z's a compact composition operator, then (piz) has

a fixed point in D.

Proof. Since C,   is compact,  <p is not a rotation about a fixed point

[7]. By the Wolff-Denjoy theorem [2], [8], there is a point  a e D so that for

every z £ D,  the iterates  0 (z)  converge to  a,  where <p0(z) = z, (f>   +1{z) =

(pi(pniz)).  If  |a| < 1, then <p(a) = a.

Suppose, by way of contradiction, that  |a| = 1. Since  lim ^^ <p (0) = a,

for infinitely many  tz,   |</>   +1(0)| > \(f> (0)|. Choose points  £   = <J>niO) from

among these values of  n.   Let k r    be the kernel function for C .  Then
^72 "

C.kv   = ky       .    Because    C,   is compact, the images of k, /||&j  ||   under

C,   have a subsequence \g.\ which converges in norm. Since

||g || = ||A£      ||/||AÇ || = (1 - \(f>niO)\2)l/2/il - \(pn+liO)\2)V2 > 1,
7 b72 + l ^72

the norm of the limit function g  is at least  1.

On the other hand,

<«. t,) = 0 - ICJ2)*!* hj - [lllf^2 (1 - '^,2)VC+i)

< ll^||o(l)

since  limi   1   j (l - |z|)H/(z) = 0 tot f £ H2 [3, Theorem 5.9]. So  ||g||2 =

lim(g, g.) = 0.   This contradiction shows  |a| < 1.

Corollary.   // C^f   z's compact for some N > 0,  then  </>(z) z^fls a fixed

point in D.
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Proof.   Because C^ = C¿   ,  fot some a £ D, (pNia) = a,  and thus

(f> N (a) = a for positive integers k.   A periodic sequence converges only if

constant, so <p(a) = a.

Theorem 3.  // c'í  is compact for some N > 0,  then aiC .) = i<p'(z0)":

« = 1, 2, • • • ! U {0, 1Î, where z     is the fixed point of <p.

Proof.   By an operator similarity, we may assume the fixed point is at  0.

For if t is a linear fractional transformation of  D  onto  D taking zQ  to  0,

then

C C (—' - C

and t o0 o r-1(0) = 0.  By the chain rule, ir o cf> or~l)'Í0) = (p'iz0).

The matrix of C*. with respect to the basis \z } is upper triangular

with diagonal entries 1, </7(0), ^WT, </>'(0)3, • • • [l], so <p'(0)" £ ff(C^).

Thus !cp'(0)": n=l,2,---\u\0, UÇoiC^).

It remains to show that the only possible eigenvalues for  C,   are   1

and  </>'(0)"  for some  n.  This is essentially due to Koenig [A].  If f o cp = À/,

then fiO) = A/(0),  so if X / 1, /(0) = 0.  Write fiz) = zmgiz), where g  is

holomorphic in  D and g(0) ^ 0.  It follows that (piz)mgi<piz)) = Xzmgiz), and

thus  i(piz)/z)mgicp(z)) = Xgiz). The value of (piz)/z  at z = 0 is rp'(0),  so

A = tp'(0)m.

Since the nonzero spectrum of a power-compact operator consists of

eigenvalues, the theorem is proved.
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